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Abstract
In this paper we demonstrate how, using the coset construction, a theory can be
systematically made Weyl invariant by gauging the scale symmetry. We show that an
analog of the inverse Higgs constraint allows the elimination of the Weyl vector (gauge)
field in favor of curvatures. We extend the procedure – previously coined Ricci gauging
– and discuss its subtlety for the case of theories with higher derivatives of conformally
variant fields.
1 Introduction
Theories possessing scale and conformal invariance (see, for example, [1, 2]) constitute a
very interesting subject for investigations. They appear ubiquitously for describing physical
systems, whenever a separation of scales exists. The presence of these symmetries restricts
sufficiently the dynamics, so that more properties of the system can be inferred. In some
cases, the theory can even be solved completely. Thus, they give an important handle on
quantum field theory in general (for recent progress see [3–7]).
A very powerful tool for studying these theories is coupling them to a nondynamical
metric [3, 5, 8]. In an even more general setup, all the couplings are considered as background
sources [9]. It is usually assumed that a conformally invariant theory can be embedded in a
curved background in a Weyl invariant manner. It is necessary that a theory be conformal
in flat spacetime, in order to couple it to gravity in a Weyl-invariant way. It has been
shown that the condition becomes sufficient, only if actions with at most one derivative of
conformally variant fields are considered [10]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there
is no proof for the condition to be sufficient in general.
The authors of [10] proceed as follows. Given a scale-invariant theory in flat spacetime,
it can be made Weyl invariant by gauging dilatations with the help of an additional field Aµ.
It so happens that the Weyl variation of a certain combination of the gauge field1
Θµν = ∇µAν − AµAν + 1
2
gµνA
σAσ , (1)
where ∇ denotes the standard covariant derivative (see Appendix A) and gµν the metric,
does not depend on Aµ. It is proportional to the variation of the Schouten tensor
Sµν = Rµν − R
2(n− 1)gµν , (2)
with the following convention for the curvatures
R = Rµµ, Rµν = δ
λ
σR
σ
λµ ν and R
σ
λµ ν = ∂λΓ
σ
µν − ∂µΓσλν + ΓσλρΓρµν − ΓσµρΓρλν . (3)
Therefore, if the gauge field enters the Lagrangian only in the combination (1), it is possible
to trade it for the expression in (2), leaving all the symmetries intact. As a result, the theory
becomes Weyl invariant and no additional degrees of freedom are introduced. The authors
call this procedure “Ricci gauging”. Lastly, they prove that for a theory without higher
derivatives of conformally variant fields, the described Weyl gauging leads necessarily to the
appearance of the tensor (1), provided the theory is conformal. Consequently, these theories
can be made Weyl invariant when coupled to gravity.
1Throughout this paper, greek letters (κ, λ, . . .) are reserved for spacetime indices. The metric-compatible
covariant derivative ∇µ, as well as the Christoffel symbols Γλµν are defined in Appendix A.
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The tensor composed of the Weyl gauge field and possessing the transformation properties
of (1) can be found by trial and error, but a systematic recipe is missing in the paper. It
should also be noted that contrary to the standard gauging of internal symmetries, the Weyl
gauge field Aµ appears in the covariant derivative not only with the operator of dilatations,
but with the generators of Lorentz transformations as well. This happens because scale
invariance is a spacetime symmetry (which does not commute with spacetime translations).
In this paper, we show how Weyl and Ricci gauging can be carried out in a more sys-
tematic way. To achieve that, we employ the coset construction, which was first introduced
to analyze nonlinearly realized (broken) internal symmetries [11]. Later, it was extended
to include spacetime symmetries as well [12, 13]. The gauging within this framework cor-
responds to introducing the covariant derivative in the standard way, i.e. with gauge fields
corresponding to each generator of the symmetry group. This method was successfully used
in [14] to formulate gravity as a gauge theory of the Poincare´ group and in [15] to study the
dynamics of relativistic spinning objects.
The main feature of the nonlinear realization of spacetime symmetries (as compared to
internal ones) is the counting of degrees of freedom. For the case of internal symmetries,
the number of Goldstone modes is always equal to the number of broken generators. For
spacetime symmetries, this need not be the case, since it is not rare that a smaller number of
Goldstone bosons is enough to realize a symmetry breaking pattern. This happens because
the fluctuations produced by the action of all broken generators on the vacuum are not
independent.
From the physical point of view, this phenomenon manifests itself through the equations
of motion, when at low energies certain modes may become gapped and, therefore, can be
explicitly integrated out. From a more formal perspective, it can be understood with the
help of the inverse Higgs mechanism, which consists of imposing covariant (consistent with
all symmetries) constraints on the system and solving them algebraically, thus, reducing the
number of necessary fields [13, 16–18].
In the present paper, we show that both the form of the covariant derivative with the
Weyl gauge field and the relation between (1) and (2), can be obtained by the analog of the
inverse Higgs constraints. We use the word analog, because what is usually called inverse
Higgs mechanism is a constraint that can be solved algebraically with respect to a certain
field (or fields). In our case (for a theory without torsion) we find a constraint that leads to
the relation
(n− 2)Θµν ≃ Sµν . (4)
The reason we use the symbol “≃”, is because we want to stress that the above expression
is not an equality in the sense that the field Aµ can be expressed in terms of the metric; it
is clear that this equation cannot be solved algebraically. Rather, what we imply is that the
combination on the left-hand side of (4) transforms identically to the one on the right-hand
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side. Therefore, it can be substituted by the latter in a consistent with all the symmetries
way. We also show that once the requirement of having a torsionless theory is relaxed, Aµ
is found to be equal to one of the irreducible components of the torsion tensor.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the coset construction for space-
time symmetries. In Sec. 3, we gauge scale transformations and obtain the relation between
Θµν and Sµν . In Sec. 4, we demonstrate how Ricci gauging works by considering two
examples. The first one is the purely gravitational Weyl square theory in four dimensions, and
the second one is the n-dimensional generalization of the Riegert theory. In Sec. 5, we discuss
how Weyl gauging can take place if torsion is present in the theory. Section 6, contains the
conclusions. Details on how the Christoffel symbols and the covariant derivative are defined
can be found in Appendix A. The conformal algebra, as well as an outline of the procedure
that can be followed for gauging the full conformal group are presented in Appendix B. The
irreducible decomposition of the torsion tensor in a n dimensional spacetime is carried out
in Appendix C.
2 Coset construction
In this section, we briefly describe the coset construction for spacetime symmetries. Fol-
lowing the standard approach for internal symmetries in flat spacetime [11], we separate
the generators of a symmetry group G (with algebra g) into two sets. One contains the
symmetry generators that are linearly realized, whereas the other contains the ones which
are nonlinearly realized. The broken generators will be denoted by T , while the unbroken
ones by t and P . Notice that we have separated the momenta P from the rest of unbroken
generators, for there is a difference between the coset construction for internal and spacetime
symmetries already at the stage of choosing the coset representative Ω. Namely, in the latter
case, one includes the momenta operators in the coset
Ω = eiPxeipi(x)T . (5)
Provided that the commutation relations for the generators have the following schematic
form
[t, P ] = iP and [t, T ] = iT , (6)
computing the Maurer-Cartan form
Ω−1∂µΩ = ie
ν
µPν + i∇µπ T + iωµ t , (7)
3
produces the fields with the following transformation properties (the sum over the indices of
the generators is tacitly assumed)
∇µπ′T = h¯∇µπT h¯−1 ,
ω′µT = h¯ ωµt h¯
−1 + h¯∂µh¯
−1 ,
e
′ν
µ Pν = h¯ e
ν
µPν h¯
−1 .
(8)
Here h¯(x, g) is a certain function that can be found from
Ω′ = gΩ h¯−1(x, g) . (9)
As a result, we have the necessary building blocks to analyze a system with spontaneously
broken symmetries. For example, any H-invariant function of ∇µπ would produce a La-
grangian which is “secretly” G invariant, if one also uses eνµ to build an invariant measure.
Similarly, the connection ωµt can be used to construct higher derivative terms and/or cou-
pling to matter fields.
It should be noted that since the quantities ∇µπ transform in a covariant way, it is
consistent to set them to zero. In certain cases [13, 16], the explicit form of some of the ∇µπ
allows for an algebraic solution. In this case, a subset of Goldstone modes gets expressed in
terms of derivatives of other fields. This is called the inverse Higgs mechanism.
The reason that the momentum operators are included in the coset, and moreover they
appear as a separate exponent, is that they belong to the unbroken subgroup H (with alge-
bra h). Therefore, they should be realized linearly on the fields. It proves useful, especially
having in mind further gauging of the Poincare´ group, to introduce the auxiliary fields y that
multiply the momenta in the exponent (5). In doing so, one arrives to a situation similar
to the one corresponding to the breaking of internal symmetries. Namely, in this case the
expression
Ω = eiPy(x)eipi(x)T , (10)
looks exactly like the would-be coset representative corresponding to the internal symmetries,
with P and T broken spontaneously. We can now perform the gauging in the usual way,
simply by promoting the partial derivative in (7) to a covariant one.
3 Local scale transformations
The way to introduce gravity within this framework is to promote Poincare´ transforma-
tions to be local ones, and at the same time to demand that the theory be invariant under
general coordinate transformations (diffeomorphisms) [14]. Our goal is to obtain a Weyl-
invariant theory, consequently, we will gauge scale transformations as well. In this case, the
4
coset representative does not contain generators other than the momenta2
Ω = eiPAy
A
. (11)
Therefore, the Maurer-Cartan form becomes
Ω−1
(
∂µ + ie˜
A
µPA +
i
2
ω˜ABµ JAB + iA˜µD
)
Ω = ieAµPA +
i
2
ωABµ JAB + iAµD , (12)
where e˜Aµ , ω˜
AB
µ and A˜µ are gauge fields corresponding to translations, Lorentz rotations and
dilatations respectively, while their counterparts without the tilde can be viewed as the fields
in the unitary gauge. It is straightforward to check that the transformation properties of eAµ
allow for it to be interpreted as a vielbein that is used to mix spacetime and Lorentz indices,
to define the metric gµν = e
A
µ e
B
ν ηAB, and to construct the diffeomorphism-invariant measure
3
dnx det eAµ ≡ dnx det e . (13)
ωABµ in turn is interpreted as the spin connection. Indeed, using the analog of (8)
Ω′ = gΩh−1(y, g), with h = e−itα(y,g) ∈ H = SO(n− 1, 1)× R , (14)
and the commutation relations presented in Appendix B, one finds the transformation prop-
erties of the gauge fields
e
′A
µ ω
′AB
µ A
′
µ
J eBµΛ
A
B ω
CD
µ Λ
A
C Λ
B
D + (Λ∂µΛ
−1)
AB
Aµ
D e−αeAµ ω
AB
µ Aµ + ∂µα
The transformations of eAµ , ω
AB
µ and Aµ are precisely the ones for the vielbein, spin
connection and the Weyl gauge field. According to the rules of the coset construction, the
covariant derivative of a matter field ψ is given by
DAψ = e
µ
A
(
∂µ +
i
2
ωABµ JAB + iAµD
)
ψ , (15)
2We use capital latin letters (A,B, . . . ) for internal (Lorentz) indices. The Minkowski metric is mostly
minus, i.e. ηAB = diag (1,−1,−1, . . .).
3If we do not require that the theory be invariant under the full group of diffeomorphisms, then the
construction of the invariant measure is not necessary. For example one may be interested in theories
invariant only with respect to volume preserving diffeomorphisms (or transverse diffeomorphisms, see for
example [19] and references therein). In this case, the theory is invariant only under the subgroup of
coordinate transformations with Jacobian equal to unity, thus we can allow for the presence of arbitrary
powers of the vielbein determinant.
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where at this stage, ωABµ are considered as independent degrees of freedom. To express them
in terms of the vielbein, as it is usually done for torsionless gravity, we should impose some
constraints. We will be back to this point shortly.
It is clear that by analogy with gauge field theories, one can construct field strength
tensors corresponding to shifts, Lorentz and scale transformations
eAµν = ∂µe
A
ν − ∂νeAµ − ωAµBeBν + ωAνBeBµ + AµEAν − AνEAµ , (16)
ωABµν = ∂µω
AB
ν − ∂νωABµ − ωAµCωCBν + ωAνCωCBµ , (17)
Aµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ , (18)
that transform covariantly
e
′A
µν ω
′AB
µν A
′
µν
J eBµνΛ
A
B ω
CD
µν Λ
A
C Λ
B
D Aµν
D e−αeAµν ω
AB
µν Aµν
As we discussed in the Introduction, it is consistent to set to zero any covariant quantity.
However, not all of them can be solved algebraically. The ones that can be solved are those
that get a contribution from the commutator of the momentum and another generator.4
For the case at hand, the commutators of PA and JAB (see Appendix B) suggest that the
constraints
eAµν = 0 , (19)
could be solved. Indeed, the solution takes the form
ωABµ = ω¯
AB
µ + δω
AB
µ , (20)
where we defined
ω¯ABµ = −
1
2
[
eνA
(
∂µe
B
ν − ∂νeBµ
)− eνB (∂µeAν − ∂νeAµ )− eCµeνAeλB (∂νeCλ − ∂λeCν )] , (21)
which is the standard spin connection for a torsionless theory and
δωABµ = I
AB
µν A
ν , IABµν = e
A
ν e
B
µ − eBν eAµ . (22)
Plugging the expression for ω to the definition of the covariant derivative (15), we find that
it can rewritten as follows
DAψ = e
µ
A
(
∂µ +
i
2
ω¯ABµ JAB − ieAµ eBν AνJAB + iAµD
)
ψ . (23)
4Compare this with the standard inverse Higgs constraint condition: if [Pµ, X ] ⊃ X ′, then the Goldstone
corresponding to X can be expressed as a derivative of that of X ′, by solving ∇µpiX′ = 0.
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In particular, for a vector field V A with scaling dimension ∆V , we get
eBµDBV
A = ∂µV
A − ω¯AµBV B + (eAµ eνB − eνAeµB)V BAν −∆VAµV A . (24)
We can clearly see now the reason why the Weyl gauge field “couples” to spin as well. Using
the Christoffel symbols defined in Appendix A, one can show that the expression for the
covariant derivative (23) coincides with the one used in [10].
Notice that the field strength tensor corresponding to shifts is not the only covariant
structure. Even though imposing another constraint is not in the spirit of the standard
inverse Higgs mechanism, it can be done consistently.5 The gauge field ωABµ depends on Aµ;
therefore, we may hope to relate certain structure depending on this vector to a tensor that
depends only on the vielbein.
Plugging the expression (20) to the formula (17), we get
ωABµν = ω¯
AB
µν + δω
AB
µν , (25)
with
ω¯ABµν = ∂µω¯
AB
ν − ∂νω¯ABµ − ω¯AµCω¯CBν + ω¯AνCω¯CBµ , (26)
and
δωABµν = I
AB
νλ ∇µAλ − IABµλ ∇νAλ +
(
eAµ e
B
ν − eBµ eAν
)
A2
+
(
eAν A
B − eBν AA
)
Aµ −
(
eAµA
B − eBµAA
)
Aν ,
(27)
where we used the vielbein to manipulate the indices of Aµ, so that A
2 = ABA
B = AµA
µ.
None of the constraints imposed on ωABµν , although consistent with its transformation
properties, can be solved algebraically with respect to Aµ. Nevertheless, imposing
ωµν + ωνµ ≃ 0 , with ωµν ≡ ωABµσ eσBeνA , (28)
and using (25) leads to (4), which coincides with the expression obtained in [10], except that
we use a different convention for the Riemann curvature tensor, see (3).
The substitution Sµν for Θµν is similar in the spirit to the standard inverse Higgs mech-
anism, according to which, certain degrees of freedom are not needed to realize a symmetry
breaking pattern and as a result, they can be eliminated. Note, however, that the oppo-
site substitution is not legitimate (at least not for arbitrary field configurations), since the
Schouten tensor is subject to the Bianchi identity
∇µSµν −∇νS = 0 , (29)
which is not satisfied by Θµν .
5For pure Poincare´ invariance, no additional constraint is usually imposed, since there are no candidates
for elimination, provided one wants to obtain dynamical gravity.
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In [10], it was shown that the substitution (4) can always be made for conformal (in flat
spacetime) theories with at most one derivative of conformally variant fields. In this case,
the invariance under Weyl rescalings does not require the introduction of extra degrees of
freedom, since the inhomogeneous pieces of the transformation that appear in the derivatives
can be compensated for by curvature terms.
It should also be noted that the constraint (28) taken as an equality, only implies the
equivalence between the Schouten tensor Sµν and the symmetric part of Θµν . However, in a
weaker sense (that is, equivalence of the transformation properties), it is possible to relate
Sµν to the full Θµν . In fact, the antisymmetric part is given by
2Θantiµν = ∇µAν −∇νAµ = Aµν , (30)
which is invariant under Weyl transformations and can be safely added to Θsymµν , resulting
in (4).
4 Examples
4.1 Weyl tensor
As a first example, we build the Weyl-invariant action for pure gravity in a four dimen-
sional spacetime, without coupling to matter. After imposing the constraint eAµν = 0, we are
left with three objects: two Weyl-invariant curvatures ωABµν and Aµν , and the Weyl covariant
vielbein eAµ . In order to account for the noninvariance of the measure d
4x det e, it should be
multiplied four times by the inverted vielbein∫
d4x det e eµA e
ν
B e
λ
C e
σ
D . (31)
The lowest-order (in derivatives) diffeomorphism-invariant action, which also respects the
gauged scale and Poincare´ symmetries can be obtained by all possible contractions of (31)
with
AµνAλσ and ω
AB
µν ω
AB
λσ . (32)
The first term leads to the following obviously Weyl-invariant action (we do not assume
parity invariance)
S1 =
∫
d4x det e
(
c1AµνA
µν + c2ǫ
µνλσAµνAλσ
)
, (33)
with c1 and c2 being constants and ǫ
µνλσ = eµA e
ν
B e
λ
C e
σǫABCD. The contractions with ωABµν ω
AB
λσ
can be simplified once the constraint (28) is imposed. The antisymmetric part of ωµν from
(28) is proportional to ∂µAµ − ∂µAµ, which already has been taken into account in (33).
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We may thus consider only configurations with ωABµν e
ν
B = 0. As a result, the only possible
contractions are the following
ǫIJKLeµI e
ν
Je
ρ
Ke
σ
LǫABCD ω
AB
µν ω
CD
ρσ , (34)
and
ǫIJKLeµI e
ν
Je
ρ
Ke
σ
L ηACηBD , ǫ
IJKLeµI e
ν
JE
ρ
AE
σ
B ηKCηLDω
AB
µν ω
CD
ρσ . (35)
Simplifying these expressions, leads to
S2 =
∫
d4x det e
(
c3WµνλσW
µνλσ + c4ǫ
κρλσWµνκρW
µν
λσ
)
, (36)
where Wµνλσ is the Weyl tensor and c3, c4 are constants.
4.2 Higher derivative action
In this section, we wish to get a better grasp on the range of applicability of Ricci gauging.
To be more precise, we want to understand whether or not the presence of more than one
derivative of a conformally variant field constitutes an obstruction in the Ricci gauging, as
claimed in [20]. To achieve that, we consider a theory with a higher number of derivatives
of a scalar field, namely, a conformally invariant theory in an n-dimensional flat spacetime
given by the following action
S2 =
∫
dnx(φ)2 . (37)
According to the coset construction described previously, we introduce the covariant deriva-
tive (23) for the field φ in the following way
DAφ = e
µ
A (∇µφ−∆Aµφ) , (38)
where ∆ = n
2
− 2 is the scaling dimension of φ. Therefore,
eBµDBDAφ = ∂µDAφ− ω¯ BµA DBφ+ (eµAeνB − eνAeBµ )DBφAν − (∆ + 1)AµDAφ , (39)
where we used the fact that the scaling dimension of DAφ is equal to ∆+1. As a result, the
following substitution
φ→ DADAφ = ∇2φ+ 2Aµ∇µφ−
(n
2
− 2
)(
∇µAµ + n
2
AµAµ
)
, (40)
where ∇2 = gµν∇µ∇ν , leads to the Weyl-invariant action
S2 =
∫
dnx det e(DAD
Aφ)2 . (41)
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The question we would like to address now is whether it is possible to use Ricci gauging
[or, equivalently, the weak form of the constraint (4)] to completely get rid of the field Aµ.
Lengthy but straightforward calculations lead to
S2 =
∫
d4x det e
{
(∇2φ)2 − [4Θµν − (n− 2)Θgµν ]∇µφ∇νφ
−φ2
[
n− 4
2
∇2Θ+ (n− 4)ΘµνΘµν − n(n− 4)
4
Θ2
]
−φ2(n− 4)Aν∇µ (Θµν − gµνΘ)
}
,
(42)
where Θ = Θµµ. Notice that the dependence of the action on Aµ for n = 4 is only through
the tensor Θµν and Ricci gauging can be used without any trouble. Although, for general
n, there is an explicit Aµ dependence in the last term, it is clear that after the substitution
(we assume n 6= 2)
Θµν → 1
n− 2Sµν , (43)
this term drops out by virtue of the Bianchi identity (29). Therefore, it is shown that the
theory given by the Lagrangian (41) can be Ricci gauged in an arbitrary (not equal to two)
number of dimensions. The resulting action can be written in the following form
S2 =
∫
dnx
√
gφQ(g)φ, (44)
with
Q(g) = ∇2 +∇µ
[(
4
n− 2Sµν − gµνS
)
∇ν
]
− n− 4
2(n− 2)∇
2S − n− 4
(n− 2)2SµνS
µν +
n(n− 4)
4(n− 2)2S
2 ,
(45)
being the Paneitz operator [21], which is the Weyl covariant generalization of 2, see also
Appendix D.
5 Torsionful theory
The field strength corresponding to shifts eAµν and the generalized spin connection ω
AB
µ
have the same symmetry properties; therefore, they have equal number of independent com-
ponents. This is the reason why we were able to solve the inverse Higgs constraint (19) with
respect to the ωABµ and express it in terms of the vielbein and the Weyl vector field Aµ. This
way, we built a Weyl-invariant torsionless theory. Here we look for an alternative solution
to this constraint.
In order to understand what the possible solutions might be, we should analyze the struc-
ture of irreducible representations of eAµν , since they can be set to zero independently. Any
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tensor that possesses the symmetries of the quantity eAµν , admits the following decomposition
in an n-dimensional spacetime (see also Appendix C). A vector,
εµ = e
ν
Ae
A
µν , (46)
a completely antisymmetric tensor
A
σ1...σn−3 =
1
n
ǫσ1σ2···σn−3µνλeλA e
A
µν , (47)
and a traceless tensor with mixed symmetries
E
A
µν = e
A
µν −
3
2(n− 1)
(
εµe
A
ν − ενeAµ
)− 1
2
eλA
(
eBλµeνB − eBλνeµB
)
. (48)
Written in this form, the constraints (19), make it clear that (47) and (48) can only be solved
with respect to their counterparts contained in ωABµ . However, for the vector part (46) there
are two options. The first one, which has been chosen in the previous section, is to eliminate
the vectorial part of the spin connection. The second one is to solve the constraint with
respect to Aµ, keeping ω
AB
µ e
µ
B undetermined, which yields a torsionful theory.
We see from (16) that
Aµe
A
ν − AνeAµ = −TAµν , (49)
where the torsion tensor TAµν is defined as
TAµν ≡ ∂µeAν − ∂νeAµ − ωAµBeBν + ωAνBeBµ , (50)
Tracing (49), we obtain
Aµ = − 1
n− 1υµ , (51)
where we denoted with υµ the torsion vector
υµ = e
ν
AT
A
µν = e
ν
A
(
∂µe
A
ν − ∂νeAµ + ωAνBeBµ
)
. (52)
It is straightforward to check that under Weyl rescalings the vector υµ transforms exactly
as the Weyl field, i.e.
υ′µ = υµ − (n− 1)∂µα . (53)
As a result, once we consider nonvanishing torsion, the degrees of freedom carried by Aµ can
be traded for the vector υµ.
We should mention that certain torsionful theories [22] have attracted considerable at-
tention, since they are free from pathologies and have very interesting cosmological phe-
nomenology. In general though, theories in which torsion is propagating are not necessarily
ghost and tachyon free; see for example [23] and references therein.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper we touched upon the question of whether the conformal invariance of a sys-
tem in flat spacetime implies that the system can be coupled to gravity in a Weyl-invariant
way. We used the prescription of the standard coset construction in order to gauge scale
transformations (along with the Poincare´ group), leading to a Weyl-invariant (in curved
spacetime) theory. It was demonstrated that the main ingredient needed for Ricci gaug-
ing, namely the relation between the additional gauge field corresponding to the local scale
transformations and the Ricci curvature – first obtained in [10] – can be extracted from the
analog of the inverse Higgs constraint. It is a standard tool in the coset construction applied
to the spontaneous breaking of the spacetime symmetries, needed to eliminate unnecessary
degrees of freedom.
In our case, it is used to show that the two structures (4) transform in the same way,
and therefore, whenever the tensor Θµν appears in the action, it can be substituted by its
counterpart without any contradiction with the underlying symmetries. The answer to the
question of whether such a prescription for conformally invariant theories leads to a complete
elimination of the gauge field Aµ does not have a definite answer at the moment and can
only be divined.
We presented a couple of examples of how Ricci gauging works. First, we obtained the
Weyl-invariant action for pure gravity in four spacetime dimensions, which is given, as is
well known, by the square of the Weyl tensor. Next, we considered a theory with more than
one derivative of a scalar field (41). In a four dimensional spacetime, the Ricci gauging can
be straightforwardly employed. However, it so happens that the scaling dimension of the
field is zero in this case; thus, the field is actually conformally invariant. Notice that there
is no contradiction with [10], since the condition of having at most one derivative was only
imposed on conformally variant fields.
Considering the system in n 6= 4, we showed that contrary to what was expected in [20],
Ricci gauging can be applied even for theories with more than one derivative of conformally
variant fields. In the example we considered, the procedure turned out to be a little bit
subtle. Namely, the Weyl gauged Lagrangian cannot be written as a function depending
only on Θµν , but rather, it also depends explicitly on Aµ. However, this dependence drops
out, once Ricci gauging is performed.
Finally, we also presented an alternative way of introducing the Weyl symmetry. We
showed, by solving the inverse Higgs constraint, that the role of the gauge field associated
with local scale transformations can be played by the vector part of the torsion tensor.
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A Christoffel symbols and covariant derivatives
The coset construction allows us to write a covariant derivatives for internal symmetries
(having introduced the fields yA, we have made spacetime translations effectively inter-
nal), meaning that it acts only on Lorentz indices A,B, . . .. However, the procedure does
not produce the covariant derivative for fields with spacetime indices or, in particular, for
the vielbein. Nevertheless, one can introduce the analog of Christoffel symbols,6 so that
the covariant derivative is consistent with interchanging the Lorentz and spacetime indices.
Namely, using the vector with scaling dimension ∆V ,
V A = eAµV
µ , (54)
one defines
DµV
ν = ∂µV
ν +GνµλV
λ = eνAe
B
µDBV
A . (55)
Using the expression for ω from (20), it is not difficult to show that in this case
Gσµν = Γ
σ
µν + δG
σ
µν , (56)
with Γ being the standard Christoffel symbols
Γσµν = −
(
eσAω¯
A
µBe
B
ν + e
σ
A∂µe
A
ν
)
, (57)
which are compatible with the metric and thus satisfy
∇µV ν ≡ ∂µV ν + ΓνµλV λ = eνA(∂µV A − ω¯AµBV B) , (58)
with ∇ the standard covariant derivative. Meanwhile
δGσµν = −∆VAµδσν + Aνδσµ − Aσgµν . (59)
Using the fact that the covariant derivative for a field V µ with scaling dimension ∆V +1 can
be written as
DµV
σ = ∇µV σ + (Aµδσν + Aνδσµ −Aσgµν)︸ ︷︷ ︸
δΓσµν
V ν − (∆V + 1)AµV σ , (60)
6However, one should be careful, since the new symbols depend explicitly on the scaling dimension of
fields they act on.
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it is straightforward to show that the covariant derivative ∇µ can be made Weyl covariant,
provided all partial derivatives are substituted by
∂µ → ∂µ −∆Aµ , (61)
where ∆ is the scaling dimension of the field the partial derivative ∂µ acts on. For instance
∂µgλσ → ∂µgλσ + 2Aµgλσ . (62)
B Conformal algebra
The conformal group in n 6= 2 dimensions is an extension of the Poincare´ group. On top
of the momenta PA (translations) and the Lorentz generators JAB, it contains dilatations
D and special conformal transformations (SCT) KA, also called conformal boosts. Overall,
there are n(n+ 1)/2 generators with the following nonzero commutation relations [1, 2]
[D,PA] = −iPA ,
[JAB, PC ] = i (ηBCPA − ηACPB) ,
[KA, PB] = −2i (ηABD + JAB) ,
[D,KA] = iKA ,
[JAB, JCD] = i (JADηBC + JBCηAD − JBDηAC − JACηBD) ,
[JAB, KC ] = i (ηBCKA − ηACKB) .
(63)
For completeness, let us briefly describe what would happen if the full conformal group
was gauged instead of just Poincare´ and dilatations. It is straightforward to repeat the steps
of the coset construction using the commutation relations for the conformal group. This
leads to the following transformation rules for the gauge fields
e
′A
µ ω
′AB
µ A
′
µ B
′A
µ
J eBµΛ
A
B ω
CD
µ Λ
A
C Λ
B
D + (Λ∂µΛ
−1)
AB
Aµ B
B
µ Λ
A
B
D e−αeAµ ω
AB
µ Aµ + ∂µα e
αBAµ
K eAµ ω
AB
µ + 2e
[A
µ αB] Aµ − 2eCµαC BAµ + αABeBµ − ωABµ αB − αAAµ + ∂µαA
Notice that we introduced the new gauge fields BAµ , associated with SCT. The corresponding
field strengths are found to be
EAµν = ∂µE
A
ν − ∂νEAµ − ωAµBEBν + ωAνBEBµ + AµEAν −AνEAµ , (64)
ωABµν = ∂µω
AB
ν − ∂νωABµ − ωAµCωCBν + ωAνCωCBµ
+ 2
(
BAµE
B
ν − BAν EBµ −BBµ EAν +BBν EAµ
)
, (65)
Aµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + 2
(
BAµEνA −BAν EµA
)
, (66)
BAµν = ∂µB
A
ν − ∂νBAµ − ωAµBBBν + ωAνBBBµ − AµBAν + AνBAµ . (67)
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Their transformations have the following form
e
′A
µν ω
′AB
µν A
′
µν B
′A
µν
J eBµνΛ
A
B ω
CD
µν Λ
A
C Λ
B
D Aµν B
B
µνΛ
A
B
D e−αeAµν ω
AB
µν Aµν e
αBAµν
K eAµν ω
AB
µν + 2e
[A
µναB] Aµν − 2eCµναC BAµν + αABeBµν − ωABµν αB − αAAµν
We notice that under SCT, the gauge fields mix with the vielbein eAµ . The origin of this
unordinary behavior is the specific form of the commutation relations. According to the
rules of the coset construction, the momenta and all the nonlinearly realized generators
should form a representation of the group formed by the rest of the generators. Clearly,
this condition is broken by the commutation relation between the momenta and conformal
boosts (63).
The transformation properties of the gauge fields would create an obstacle on the way to
introducing the covariant derivative for matter fields. However, looking at the transforma-
tions of the field strengths, we see that the expressions simplify considerably once eAµν = 0 is
imposed. Therefore, as long as pure gravity is concerned, the coset construction produces a
sensible result.
The constraint eAµν has the same solution as in the main text; see (20)-(22). The changes
appear when one uses also the constraint eνBω
AB
µν = 0, which can now be solved algebraically
in favor of BAµ . This leads to
BAµ eνA = (n− 2)
(
Rµν − 1
2(n− 1)gµνR
)
, (68)
where Rµν = RABµσ eσBeAν and R = gµνRµν are contractions of the curvature tensor
RABµν ≡ ω¯ABµν + δωABµν , (69)
with ω¯ABµν and δω
AB
µν given by (26) and (27).
To obtain the condition for Ricci gauging (4), we have to force BAµ to vanish. However, it
is clear that this constraint is not consistent with SCT. Therefore, in one way or another, we
have to dispense of SCT and consider only the gauging of the Poincare´ group plus dilatations.
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C Irreducible decomposition of torsion
We defined the torsion tensor as
TAµν ≡ ∂µeAν − ∂νeAµ − ωAµBeBν + ωAνBeBµ , (70)
and since it is antisymmetric in µ and ν, it has n
2(n−1)
2
independent components in an
n-dimensional spacetime. Under the action of the Lorentz group SO(1, n − 1), it can be
decomposed into three irreducible quantities:7
• The vector υµ
υµ = e
ν
AT
A
µν = e
ν
A
(
∂µe
A
ν − ∂νeAµ + ωAνBeBµ
)
, (71)
with n independent components.
• The totally antisymmetric “dual” tensor
ασ1σ2···σn−3 =
1
n det e
ǫσ1σ2···σn−3µνλeλAT
A
µν , (72)
with n(n−1)(n−2)
6
independent components.
• The traceless n(n2−4)
3
- component reduced torsion tensor τAµν
τAµν = T
A
µν −
3
2(n− 1)
(
υµe
A
ν − υνeAµ
)− 1
2
eλA
(
TBλµeνB − TBλνeµB
)
, (73)
which is subject to the following n + n(n−1)(n−2)
6
constraints
EνAτ
A
µν = 0 and ǫ
σ1σ2···σn−3µνλEλAτ
A
µν = 0 . (74)
It is a straightforward exercise to show that (70) can be written in terms of the irreducible
pieces we presented above as
TAµν =
n
6(n− 3)! det e e
λAǫσ1σ2...σn−3µνλα
σ1σ2···σn−3
+
1
n− 1
(
υµe
A
ν − υνeAµ
)
+
2
3
τAµν .
(75)
Notice that these expressions for n = 4 boil down to the ones in [24].
7In fact, every tensor with the same symmetries as TAµν admits this decomposition.
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D Paneitz-Riegert operator
The Weyl covariant generalization of 2 is the Paneitz operator whose form in n dimen-
sions (n 6= 2) was given in (45). Using the definition of the Schouten tensor (2), this operator
can be written in a more familiar form as
Q(g) = ∇2 +∇µ
[(
4
n− 2Rµν −
n2 − 4n+ 8
2(n− 1)(n− 2)gµνR
)
∇ν
]
− n− 4
4(n− 1)∇
2R
− n− 4
(n− 2)2RµνR
µν +
(n− 4)(n3 − 4n2 + 16n− 16)
16(n− 1)2(n− 2)2 R
2 .
(76)
It is interesting to note that for n = 4, the above expression simplifies considerably
Q(g)→∇2 + 2∇µ
[(
Rµν − 1
3
gµνR
)
∇ν
]
, (77)
and is also known as the Paneitz-Riegert operator [25, 26].
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